
Truth Be Told. . .

Does anyone tell the truth?
Here’s a truth-full question:  What is Truth?
Considered among the most famous, slippery, unanswerable questions.
But let’s keep asking it.  Might do us some good.

It appears to me, after all these centuries, few wish to seriously and reasonably ask the 
question, and there seem to be even fewer legitimate (truthful?) answers.  To clutter up 
any possible clues, “truth-spam” is all around us.

Several recent conversations and current events are troubling the ever-troubled 
Chaplain (I really DO smile and laugh a lot, Really!).

I heard someone say, “I can’t say what I really want to say, or need to say (in a 
professional situation), because I may get sued.”
Yes, there’s that little irritating legal-unease in legalese called libel.
There are also petty, unhappy-in-denial, folks who just refuse to hear the true words that 
cut to the chase and shut their mouths.  
What happened to “I’ll call it as I see it”?

A story about the current abortion protest debate before the Supremes (challenging the 
35-foot “protection zone” around clinics) puts truthiness in another, dimmer light.
“I have the free speech right to shout in your face, intimidate and frighten vulnerable 
women [seeking healthcare], and I can do it anytime and anywhere.”  Really?  So you 
think. . .or don’t think much.

Maybe I have the right (and I really do think I do have the “right”) to gather some strong 
and loud advocates of free speech to surround your church on Sunday mornings to 
shout down your pastor’s ignorant and hateful sermons after we get in the face of 
parishioners at the doorway “counseling” them that they are about to kill poor, innocent, 
unborn minds inside (we would hold up colorful signs with photos of dead minds). Sorry, 
is that too graphic for you?  Yes, but fair and truthful.  

Perhaps this shows that asserting my “rights” is not always Right.
(I’ve written about “rights” before, since it seems that Right and Truth--in caps--are 
constant companions)

Another hot, emotional and trigger topic concerns killing things too.  The right to own 
and operate killing machines to use anytime, anywhere (no, not talking about cars 
here).  Guns.  Some of my family just informed me they are armed.  Yep, they bought 
themselves a couple of pistols.  Now, before I say more, let me speak the truth:  I was 
raised with guns and I’ve fired pistols and rifles and even an assault rifle.  I taught a 
Rifle Safety course at a summer camp.  I’ve never been anti-gun. . .but I’m pretty close 
to that now (defending my “right” to live free of violence).



O.k., back to my familyfolks. 
 
I ask them why they gots themsells guns.  “When a coyote gets one of our chickens I’m 
gonna shoot it!”  Oh?
It wasn’t the time or place to ask my “innocent” question, but here’s what I failed to ask,
So, umm, how are you going to be awakened at night, slap yourself into consciousness 
to realize there’s a coyote (not a dog or mountain lion or drunk teenager) chomping on 
your hens, grab your gun, fumble for the ammo, load, safely unlock while running out in 
your nightgown, turning on the floodlights, aiming your flashlight through blurry vision 
(wait, you forgot your glasses!) and blast away on Wiley Coyote (who has, no doubt, 
already killed your clucker), all without shooting your foot or your kids or your other 
chickens (which all die of fright anyway), or hit your neighbor’s dog or your neighbor?  
Well?

Truth be told. . .if we just thought more about these things maybe, just maybe, we would 
let the truth sink in and make wiser choices.  Maybe.

There are larger concerns here. . .bigger game, you might say (don’t get me started on 
the hunter in Texas bidding $350,000 to hunt an endangered rhino in Namibia, to “save 
the rhinos”. . .another post!).

We don’t speak up enough, dig up our inner truthfulness and courageously spill it out.  
Why?  Seriously, why not?

-we don’t want conflict (though NOT speaking or acting truthfully probably causes 
MORE conflict in the short or longterm)
-we want to avoid an argument
-we want to keep the peace (at any cost?)
-we’re supposed to be nice, conciliatory, diplomatic. . .
-somebody may be offended (heaven’s NO!)
-we could lose a friend or family relationship (inevitable with truthtelling?)
-we might lose respect (or maybe gain respect?)
-we could lose our job (is the money worth it?)
-we might get sued (the legal system is not called the “truth-system” you know)
-our whole life may fall apart (little chickens and chicken little are alive and well)
-In other words, that is, in ONE word:  we don’t speak the truth because of FEAR.

Fear slams shut the ear to hear.

Are we content with these fear-based reasons to grow silently irrelevant?  Are these 
“good” reasons?  Well, yes.
Except, the nagging truth-piece.
What happened to telling it like it IS. . .you know, actually speaking truth, THE Truth, 
case by case?  Where are the voices that don’t tell us what we want to hear but what 
we must hear?



What would MLK, Gandhi, Thoreau and yes, Jesus, hear from their “careful what you 
say, you could get yourself in Trouble” advisors?
At least most of them didn’t lose their jobs. . .no, only their lives.

Is that part of the point here?  You could get killed, figuratively or actually, so for 
godsake don’t say what you really think and feel! Is THAT it?  Ok, I get the caution.  
Warning well taken.  Thanks.  But what to do now?  Suck it up?  Water it down?  
Appease for peace at any cost, including the cost of truth (“losing your soul”)?  I’ve 
heard many defenses of this essentially indefensible argument.  

Truth is, spread over dozens of years, I’ve lost friends, family, position, respect, loves, 
some housing and splinters of sanity over truth.  At least that’s one way to look at these 
losses.  Saying what someone does not or refuses to hear can often lead directly to 
loss.  And it goes both ways.  A kind of psychological hearing loss.  But the risk of this 
occurring cannot, should not, cause a muteness, a silent, fearful acquiescing in the 
troubling face of untruth.

Truth is debatable and should be debated.  Truth, like Beauty, is, in many ways I 
suppose, in the eye--or brain--of the beholder.  And I wonder that some truth, and many 
truths, can be outgrown and left to fade in memory.

I once believed someone who died 2000 years ago lived inside of me and guided my 
every decision.  This one cared about every intimate detail of my life, down to my 
embarrassing acne and even more embarrassing relations with girls.  This living NSA 
agent inside of me listened intently to all my teen angst, embraced me and cried real 
tears with me.  Very emotional; very dramatic.  This person really had nothing better to 
do than buddy around with a lonely young man in a northern suburb of a big city on the 
American corner of a puny planet wildly spinning around in a forgotten speck of the 
Milky Way.  Yes, ME.  A powerful message, a real gospel, very good news, for me.  Yet, 
it was untrue.  

He was, I firmly believed, the only way to know the only God, the only Truth there is and 
the only Life worth living.  I was only 17, but I knew without doubt (at least any doubt I 
could safely speak if I could find the words) it was all 100% true.  Only, it wasn’t.

Seriously, this truthy reflection is more than a sad or embarrassing lament over 
disillusioned youth.  We all, hopefully, outgrow most of the rebelliously confident “truth 
and truths” of our youth (Youth Truth?).  Maturity in healthy doses is a great remedy for 
many adolescent illusions and delusions.  To say it most truthfully:  we grow up (some 
will begin to whine here which only affirms the truth of the statement).

I suppose what I’m seeking most here and now is a defense of truthtelling.  Maybe it’s 
not about truth at all, in some sense, but the telling and the freedom to tell it, that I’m 
getting so worked up about here.  Maybe.



We speak of “hard truths” which, of course, cannot be spoken easily.  Truth is, by 
nature, hard. . .naturally.

A friend responded to a blogpost I wrote and made a weak argument, in my view, for 
letting people believe anything they wish if it gives them comfort (“why can’t you just let 
them believe in elves and santa and God if that helps them?”).  I think it was with humor 
that I answered with a few reasonable comments about the danger of believing 
anything.  My friend never responded.  I find this kind of “discussion” disheartening, but 
what do I expect?  A truthful, though hard, exchange perhaps, but a real exchange.  
Often these things seem to go nowhere and appear to accomplish nothing.  Two sides 
say something, state their case, and then. . .silence.  I guess we’re too busy for 
truthtelling sometimes.  In my view this leaves truth hanging.  Not “my truth” or “your 
truth” but the very essence of truthfulness, the quality of “yes, that’s it” or the honesty to 
say, “no, I don’t see it that way but let’s dig around and see what we find. . .ahhh, maybe 
Truth!?”

I write this on another holiday weekend.  This particular holiday has at least the potential 
of being among the most meaningful truthtelling weekends.  It’s not a holiday to 
celebrate a saint, idolize wars, buy more needless junk or tell another unbelievable 
children’s story.  The Martin Luther King holiday holds special significance for truthtellers 
of any race, nationality, faith or no faith.  This is not about a perfect human being who 
requires us to “look up” to them and canonize their every word; not about another 
ubiquitous “hero.”  King still stands as a symbol but a pragmatic symbol, a down to earth 
on our level example of what can be done to effect change for the benefit of others.  
Nothing he did cannot be done, and perhaps done better, by others, by us.  It’s about a 
shared commitment to act; a common commitment to telling the truth.  

There is no “ultimate” truth.  Grown ups know that.  But there is particular truth that can 
be practiced person by person, day by day.  This is the only living truth that really lives 
and actually matters.  To put it in practical context, we could consider this summary:  

“Speaking the truth in love” (Paul’s letter to the Ephesians, chapter 4), linked to 
“Speaking truth to power” (Quakers), driven by the “Fierce urgency of now” (Martin 
Luther King).

Truth be told, I’m not always sure how to speak, let alone live this kind of radical truth.  
But the alternative is silence, irrelevance and ultimately, endlessly, Fear.  A literally 
unviable alternative.  True?  
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